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Daniel Barenboïm as Pharisee

 

Robert Faurisson

 

Have our ears had enough hammering with noise about "pro-Palestinian" or "pacifist" Jews in the style of Daniel Barenboïm?

Le Monde, on its front page of 21-22 November 2004 (continued on page 12),  carries an article by D. Barenboïm entitled "The
Autocrat is dead, long live the Palestinian people!" In it, the conductor writes particularly:

I know that within the Palestinian population there is a broad current aspiring to a third way: the democratic Mubadara
Party of Mustapha Barghuti. - This current seeks a solution that will acknowledge the right of the Jews to return to their
country [!!!] and respect the suffering of the Jewish people after the Holocaust, whilst at the same time it defends the
rights of the Palestinians by means of a non-violent resistance. However, these people were no longer represented by
Yassir Arafat. [...] There cannot be peace if the Palestinians deny the Holocaust. But there cannot be peace either if the
Israelis do not assume a share of responsibility in the conflict with the Palestinians.

D. Barenboïm and his like are against a Palestine on its feet (albeit reeling) as was the Palestine of Arafat. They are in favour of a
disarmed Palestine facing an excessively armed Jewish state. They especially want a Palestine which, subdued and on its knees,
would avow its faith in "the Holocaust".

Since the alleged "Holocaust" is the sword and shield of the State of Israel, this would amount to the Palestinians' declaring: "Above
all, we do not want to strip the State that oppresses us of its sword and shield".

That would be absurd; but it is possible that some day Palestinian or Arabo-Moslem officials will be driven to such extremes. The
religion of "the Holocaust" is going from strength to strength. No country today can join the great military, political or economic
entities like, for example, the European Union or NATO, without swearing allegiance to this religion and, consequently, paying
homage to the Jews. What is true of the states of Europe, including the Vatican, and of a good number of other Western countries
may soon extend to the Arabo-Moslem countries whose people rebel but whose rulers, à la Qadhafi, bow in obedience.

Arafat's successors are disoriented. D. Barenboïm has sensed that now is the time to tell them: "Acknowledge the truth of the
Holocaust of the Jews!"

"The friend of the Palestinians" has thus unmasked himself. Aware of his "friends'" precarious situation he has, like Shylock, seen an
opportunity to benefit and demands still more of them. Neither "peaceful" or "pacifist", nor a true friend of the Palestinians, it is
confirmed that D. Barenboïm has all along just been fully Jewish and a Zionist.

[D. Barenboïm is an orchestral conductor (Staatskapelle of Berlin and Chicago Symphony Orchestra). With the late Edward Saïd
(1935-2003) he created the foundation that bears the two men's names. The article in Le Monde is the fruit of a conversation in
German with Axel Brüggermann and had appeared in the Welt am Sonntag of 14 November ("Der Autokrat ist tot! Es lebe das
Volk!"]
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This text has been displayed on the Net, and forwarded to you as a tool for educational purpose, further research, on a non commercial and fair use
basis, by the International Secretariat of the Association des Anciens Amateurs de Recits de Guerres et d'Holocaustes (AAARGH). The E-mail of the
Secretariat is <aaarghinternational - at - hotmail.com. Mail can be sent at PO Box 81475, Chicago, IL 60681-0475, USA..
We see the act of displaying a written document on Internet as the equivalent to displaying it on the shelves of a public library. It costs us a modicum of
labor and money. The only benefit accrues to the reader who, we surmise, thinks by himself. A reader looks for a document on the Web at his or her own
risks. As for the author, there is no reason to suppose that he or she shares any responsibilty for other writings displayed on this Site. Because laws
enforcing a specific censorship on some historical question apply in various countries (Germany, France, Israel, Switzerland, Canada, and others) we do
not ask their permission from authors living in thoses places: they wouldn't have the freedom to consent.
We believe we are protected by the Human Rights Charter:

ARTICLE 19. <Everyone has the right to freedom of opinion and expression; this right includes freedom to hold opinions without interference and to seek,
receive and impart information and ideas through any media and regardless of frontiers.>The Universal Declaration of Human Rights, adopted by the
United Nations General Assembly on December 10, 1948, in Paris.
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